Dear colleagues and members,

We hope you had an enjoyable summer and would like to update you with the latest news in our society. We have also decided to streamline the newsletter so you can get the relevant information in the most efficient manner. Read on to get an update on the EF North America and to learn that we are organizing our first EF conference in Asia in February.

Best regards,

Stefan Palan, Utz Weitzel and Stefan Zeisberger

The registration to the Experimental Finance North American Regional Conference in Richmond, Virginia, is closed. The conference will feature 25 talks and will again be held on the day following the ESA conference (October 22). You can find the program on the local conference website.

EF Asia 2018
We will hold our first Experimental Finance Asian Regional Conference in Brisbane, Australia, on February 10. Thanks to the initiative of Stephen Cheung and Peter Bossaerts, our first Asian meeting will be held directly after the Asian ESA. The deadline for submissions of manuscripts or long abstracts is November 18, the early registration deadline is December 20, the late registration deadline is January 19. Be sure not to miss this historic meeting.

Details on the conference website.

Call for information about EF paper publications

The SEF website contains a list of papers which were presented at an Experimental Finance conference and have since been published by a journal. Please be sure to let us know when your own paper was published so we can include it on the website. Simply send us a short mail containing the citation and the year of presentation at an EF conference to office@experimentalfinance.org. We believe that presenting such a list on our website not only helps document the scientific heft of the society, but also increases the visibility of your work.